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Regularized Kernel Discriminant Analysis With a Robust
Kernel for Face Recognition and Verification

Stefanos Zafeiriou, Georgios Tzimiropoulos, Maria Petrou,
and Tania Stathaki

Abstract— We propose a robust approach to discriminant
kernel-based feature extraction for face recognition and verifica-
tion. We show, for the first time, how to perform the eigen analysis
of the within-class scatter matrix directly in the feature space.
This eigen analysis provides the eigenspectrum of its range space
and the corresponding eigenvectors as well as the eigenvectors
spanning its null space. Based on our analysis, we propose a ker-
nel discriminant analysis (KDA) which combines eigenspectrum
regularization with a feature-level scheme (ER-KDA). Finally, we
combine the proposed ER-KDA with a nonlinear robust kernel
particularly suitable for face recognition/verification applications
which require robustness against outliers caused by occlusions
and illumination changes. We applied the proposed framework
to several popular databases (Yale, AR, XM2VTS) and achieved
state-of-the-art performance for most of our experiments.

Index Terms— Eigenspectrum regularization, face recognition,
kernel discriminant analysis, robust kernel.

I. INTRODUCTION

Learning algorithms for face recognition/verification have
generated a wealth of scientific research within the com-
puter vision community for more than two decades [1]. This
research has primarily revolved around providing efficient
solutions to the following problem: given samples of a high-
dimensional space (facial images of our training set), estimate
a low-dimensional face space that preserves the intrinsic
structure of the input data [2]–[15]. Classification is then
typically performed by projecting the probe face onto this
low-dimensional space and applying off-the-shelf classifiers.
Efficient estimation of the face space is usually hindered
by two factors. First, in a practical setting, very few sam-
ples (usually 1–5 for each class) are available for training.
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Second, the estimated subspace may inefficiently represent the
probe face because of possible facial variations or different
capturing conditions. Typical examples include various facial
expressions, nonuniform illumination changes, occlusion, and
misalignment errors.

To cope with such phenomena, recent research on feature
extraction for face recognition and verification has focused on
nonlinear kernel-based extensions to linear discriminant analy-
sis (LDA) [4], [8], [10], [11]. Kernel discriminant analysis
(KDA) optimization problems find a set of projection bases
that maximize the between-class distances while minimizing
the within-class distances in the feature space implied by
the kernel. Similar to LDA, the main problem is how to
exploit the discrimination capabilities of both the range and
null space of the within-class scatter matrix. Popular methods
discard discriminative information, either in one space or the
other. For example, Kernel Fisherface [5] applies dimension-
ality reduction so as to make the within-class scatter matrix
invertible before the application of LDA and therefore discards
the discriminative information of the null space [8]. The
authors in [10] and [11] proposed a KDA method that finds
discriminant projection bases only in the null space of the
within-class scatter matrix. Kernel direct LDA [4] removes
the null space of the between-class scatter matrix and hence
removes information from the null space of the within-class
scatter matrix. Finally, methods that exploit the null space in
an iterative manner by using successive projections have been
proposed in [16]–[18].

The above problems, to some extent, have been circum-
vented by the complete kernel Fisher discriminant (CKFD)
framework [8], which attempts to harness the discriminative
information in both subspaces and is considered the state-
of-the-art method. In [8], the authors prove that KDA is
equivalent to first performing a kernel principal component
analysis (KPCA) for dimensionality reduction and then the
LDA. Features extracted from the two complementary sub-
spaces are then combined by a weighted distance measure in
the recognition phase [8].

However, some important problems and open questions
related to complete KDA still need to be addressed. In
particular, is it possible to perform complete KDA directly and
without performing the KPCA step? How can feature scaling
techniques, such as eigenspectrum regularization, be applied
in a kernel-based fashion? How can score-level and feature-
level schemes, as suggested in [14], [19]–[21], be applied in
a kernel-based fashion? How efficient is it to extract features
separately from the two subspaces and then use a score-level
fusion scheme?

In this brief, we address the above problems by showing,
for the first time, how to perform the eigen analysis of the
within-class scatter matrix directly in the feature space. We
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show that, while CKFD indeed provides the eigenvectors of
the two complementary subspaces, it does not provide the
eigenspectrum of the range space and thus does not allow
for the application of eigenspectrum regularization techniques
or feature-level schemes. On the contrary, the proposed eigen
analysis of the within-class scatter matrix in the feature space
provides, for the first time, the eigenspectrum of its range
space and the corresponding eigenvectors as well as the
eigenvectors spanning its null space. A by-product of our
analysis is that the application of eigenspectrum regularization
as well as feature-level schemes becomes now straightforward.
Based on these techniques, we then propose an eigenspectrum-
based regularized KDA algorithm (ER-KDA). Finally, we
propose to combine the proposed ER-KDA with the nonlinear
extension of the robust gradient-based kernel of [22], [23].
The proposed nonlinear kernel is particularly suitable for face
recognition/verification applications which require robustness
against outliers caused by occlusions and illumination changes.
We applied the proposed framework to several popular data-
bases (extended Yale B, AR, XM2VTS) and achieved state-
of-the-art performance for most of our experiments.

The rest of this brief is organized as follows. Section II
presents the necessary definitions and discusses prior
work in KDA. In Section III, we propose our kernel-
based discriminant feature extraction method based on the
eigenspectrum regularization of the within-class scatter matrix
(ER-KDA). In Section IV, we propose a robust radial basis
function (RBF) kernel based on the cosine of the gradient
orientations. Section V presents our experimental results.
Finally, we draw conclusions in Section VI.

II. DEFINITIONS AND PRIOR WORK

We assume that we are given N training samples XX =
[x1| · · · |xN ], where xi ∈ �K and X denotes our input vector
space. Let k be a positive definite kernel that satisfies the
Mercer’s conditions [24]. The kernel k defines an arbitrary-
dimensional Hilbert space H (hereinafter, referred to as fea-
ture space) through an implicit mapping φ(.) : �K → H
such that k(xi , x j ) = 〈

φ(xi ), φ(x j )
〉
. We denote by XH �

[φ(x1)| · · · |φ(xN )] the data matrix in H and by X̃H �
[φ(x1)−mH| · · · |φ(xN )−mH] its centralized version, where
mH � (1/N)

∑N
i=1 φ(xi ) is the mean vector in H. Let

us also define the symmetric positive (semi) definite kernel
matrix K � [k(xi , x j )] ∈ R

N×N and its centralized version
K̃ � (X̃H)T X̃H = (I − (1/N)EN )K(I − (1/N)EN ), where
EN is an N × N matrix of ones.

KDA aims at finding discriminant projection bases by
exploiting class-label information in the feature space. We
assume that our training set consists of C classes C1, . . . , CC .
Nc denotes the cardinality of set Cc. We define the between-
class, within-class, and total scatter matrices SHb , SHw , and SHt
in H as

SHb �
C∑

c=1

Nc

(
mH

c − mH) (
mH

c − mH)T
(1)

SHw �
K∑

c=1

∑

xi∈Cc

(
φ(xi ) − mH

c

) (
φ(xi ) − mH

c

)T
(2)

SHt �
K∑

c=1

∑

xi

(
φ(xi ) − mH

) (
φ(xi ) − mH

)T
(3)

where mH
c = (1/Nc)

∑
xi∈Cc

φ(xi ) is the mean vector of each
class.

The three basic optimization problems for finding discrim-
inant projection bases U are as follows [8], [10], [25], [26]:

U1 = max
U

tr
[
UT SHb U

]

s.t UT SHw U = I (4)

U2 = max
U

tr
[
UT

(
SHb − SHw

)
U

]

s.t UT U = I (5)

and

U3 = max
U

tr
[
UT

(
SHb − SHw

)
U

]

s.t UT U = I, UT SHw U = 0. (6)

The optimization problem (4) was solved in [8] and [25].
The CKFD framework [8] solves optimization problems (4)
and (6) simultaneously by projecting SHw onto the non-null
space of SHt . The solution of optimization problem (5) was
recently proposed in [10] and then corrected in [26].

As one might observe, the CKFD framework is complete,
but indirect. That is, while the method formulates and solves
the optimization problems (4) and (6) corresponding to the
range and the null space of the within-class scatter matrix,
respectively, the optimal solutions are obtained separately after
KPCA has been performed. A by-product of this is that
features are extracted from these complementary subspaces
separately and only a score level fusion scheme can be used.
Additionally, such an approach does not allow the application
of eigenspectrum regularization techniques since essentially
such methods require the spectrum of the within-class scatter
matrix. To alleviate these problems, in the following section
we propose a direct complete KDA method based on the
complete eigen analysis of the within-class scatter matrix SHw .

III. REGULARIZED KDA

A. Eigen Analysis of SHw
In this section, we present, for the first time, the eigen

analysis of the within-class scatter matrix SHw directly in
the feature space. We show that this eigen analysis has the
following results.

1) N − C orthonormal eigenvectors Un , which correspond
to the N − C nonzero eigenvalues �n .

2) C orthonormal eigenvectors Ul , which correspond to the
null eigenvalues and additionally satisfy UT

l SHt Ul �= 0.
Ul constitutes the useful null-space of S�

w by projecting
every sample to the center of its class.

3) A very large number of eigenvectors U f , which cor-
respond to null eigenvalues and additionally satisfy
UT

f SHt U f = 0. U f projects all samples to the same
point and therefore cannot be used for classification.
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Let us first define the block Mc � (1/Nc)ENc and the block
diagonal matrix M

M � diag[M1, M2, . . . , MC ]. (7)

Remarks:

1) M is idempotent, i.e., M2 = M.
2) I − M is idempotent, i.e., (I − M)2 = I − M.
3) M has C eigenvectors corresponding to C nonzero

eigenvalues.
4) I − M has N − C eigenvectors corresponding to N − C

nonzero eigenvalues.
5) Let A be a matrix with columns linearly independent.

Then, AMAT and A(I − M)AT have C and N − C
eigenvectors corresponding to C and N − C nonzero
eigenvalues, respectively.

Using M, we write SHb as

SHb = X̃HM(X̃H)T (8)

while using SHw = SHt − SHb , SHw takes the form

SHw = X̃H(I − M)(X̃H)T . (9)

From Remark 5, SHb and SHw have C and N − C eigenvectors
corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues, respectively.

Direct eigen analysis of SHw is intractable since the mapping
φ(.) is implicit. In the following, we show how to compute
Un , �n , and Ul directly.

To calculate Un and �n , we need the following theorem [2]:
Theorem 1: Define matrices A and B such that A =

��T and B = �T �. Let UA and UB be the eigenvectors
corresponding to the nonzero eigenvalues �A and �B of A
and B, respectively. Then, �A = �B and UA = �UB�

−(1/2)
A .

Using Remark 2, we can write SHw as

SHw = X̃H(I − M)(X̃H)T

=
(

X̃H(I − M)
) (

X̃H(I − M)
)T

. (10)

By Theorem 1, �n corresponds to the N − C largest eigen-
values obtained by the eigen analysis of Kw

Kw =
(

X̃H(I − M)
)T (

X̃H(I − M)
)

= (I − M)K̃(I − M).

(11)
Additionally, let Qn be the corresponding eigenvectors of Kw.
Then, also by Theorem 2

Un = X̃H(I − M)Qn�
− 1

2
n . (12)

Unfortunately, we cannot derive Ul from the Eigen analysis
of Kw. To show this, let Ql be the complementary subspace
and define the projection bases Us = X̃H(I − M)Ql . We have

UT
s Us = Ql

T (I − M)(X̃H)T X̃H(I − M)Ql = 0 (13)

which further gives Us = 0.
To find Ul , we write Ul = X̃HVl , Vl ∈ �N×C . Addition-

ally, Ul satisfies

Ul
T SHw Ul = VT

l K̃(I − M)K̃Vl = 0. (14)

From Remark 5, K̃(I − M)K̃, (K̃T = K̃) has N − C nonzero
eigenvalues. Moreover, we must impose Ul to be orthonor-
mal (i.e., UT

l Ul = I). These two constraints [i.e., (14) and
orthonormality] can be satisfied by choosing Vl = �lP−1/2,
where �l is found by performing eigen analysis of K̃(I−M)K̃
and keeping the C eigenvectors that correspond to the zero
eigenvalues and P = �T

l K̃�l . It is not difficult to verify that

UT
l Ul = P− 1

2 �T
l (X̃H)T X̃H�lP− 1

2 = I (15)

Ul
T SHw Ul = 0 and UT

l SHt Ul �= 0.
Remark 6) UT

l Un = 0.
The proof of the above remark can be found in Appendix II.

Finally, the remaining null space U f coincides with the null
space of SHt , i.e., UT

f SHw U f = UT
f SHt U f = 0 according to

Lemma B1 of [8].

B. ER-KDA

Based on our results in the previous section, we perform
the eigen analysis of SHw and extract discriminant features
by applying eigenspectrum regularization and feature level
fusion [14], [19]–[21]. The regularization process results in a
modified within-class scatter matrix which is now invertible.
More specifically, we fit a 1/ f function to the available
spectrum �n [21]. We then define a modified within-class
scatter matrix as follows:

SHw,r = Uw�wUT
w (16)

where Uw = [Un Ul ] and �w is the regularized spectrum
consisting of �n (N −C values) and C values all equal to our
estimated function evaluated at the N − C + 1 sample.

To find discriminant projection bases, we use a feature level
fusion approach by diagonalizing SHw,r . More specifically, we

transform the training data using �
(−1/2)
w ∈ �N for feature

weighting

X̃w = �
− 1

2
w UT

wX̃H

= �
− 1

2
w

[
�n

− 1
2 QT

n (I − M)(X̃H)T

P− 1
2 VT

l (X̃H)T

]

X̃H

= �w
− 1

2

[
�n

− 1
2 QT

n (I − M)

P− 1
2 VT

]

K̃

= ÚT
wK̃

(17)

and optimize

Úo = max
Ú

tr
(

ÚT ŚbÚ
)

s.t. ÚT Ú = I (18)

where Śb = X̃wM(X̃w)T . Finally, we compute X́ = ÚT
p X̃w,

where Úp gathers the eigenvectors corresponding to the p
largest eigenvalues of Úo.

At the recognition stage, given a probe image y, we compute

ý = (ÚwÚp)
T k̃(y) (19)

where [k̃(y)] j = k(x j , y) − (1/N)
∑N

i=1 k(x j , xi ) −
(1/N)

∑N
i=1 k(x j , y) + (1/N2)

∑N
l=1

∑N
m=1 k(xl, xm). Classi-

fication is performed using the nearest neighbor rule based on
normalized correlation.
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Fig. 1. Spectrum of (a) (I − M)K̃(I − M) and (b) K̃(I − M)K̃.

C. Comparison With the Methods in [19] and [27] and the
Linear Version of the Method in [14]

Eigenspectrum regularization in the feature domain has been
also recently proposed in [19] and [27]. Both schemes express
the projection bases as a linear combination of the training
samples U = X̃HV and project SHw according to

UT SHw U = VT K̃(I − M)K̃V. (20)

Next, they apply the regularization of [14] to the eigenspec-
trum of K̃(I − M)K̃. This procedure is substantially different
from ours, since, as we have shown, the positive eigenspectrum
of SHw can be found by the eigen analysis of (I−M)K̃(I−M)
and not of K̃(I − M)K̃ (the matrices do not have the same
spectrum). This, in turn, has two effects.

First, the weighting is different, since the regularization
is based on estimating and modeling the nonzero part of the
spectrum and the above two matrices do not have the
same spectrum. More specifically, by Remark 2 and
Theorem 2, it is straightforward to show that the spectrum
of K̃(I − M)K̃ can be also obtained from the eigen analysis
of (I − M)K̃2(I − M). Because of the power of the two, this
spectrum decays much faster compared to the decay of the
spectrum of (I − M)K̃(I − M), which is the real spectrum
of SHw . In contrast to our findings, this is perhaps why the
authors in [19] argued that a function of the type 1/ f cannot
be used in kernel-based eigenspectrum regularization. As
an example, Fig. 1 illustrates how the spectrum of the two
matrices decays. Second, the feature weighting of (17) is
applied to different features. This is because the eigenvectors
spanning the range space of the two matrices are different.

The proposed methods require the eigen analysis of kernel
matrices, thus the complexity is of order O(N3),1 similar to
that in [5], [8], and [28]. This is in contrast to the linear method
of [14], which performs eigenspectrum regularization directly
in the input space (thus it does not use inner products) and
therefore has complexity O(K 3). Thus our approach can be
used to speed up [14] in the case of small-sized problems
where N � K . This can be simply achieved by using the
linear kernel k(xi , x j ) = xT

i x j .

1Unfortunately, the order O(N3) of the complexity would become compu-
tationally prohibitive for tasks such as image retrieval in large databases.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. We assume that (a) part of the face region and (b) corresponding
“baboon” patch are visually dissimilar. Similarly, (c) face region is “visually
unrelated” with (d) image region corresponding to the scarf.

IV. NONLINEAR GRADIENT-BASED KERNEL FOR

CONSISTENT FACE SIMILARITY

Given any pair Ii (m), i = 1, 2, m ∈ Z of registered facial
images, we measure their similarity using a kernel that is
equivalent to an inner product in an arbitrary-dimensional
Hilbert space. We then combine the proposed ER-KDA
described in the previous section with this kernel for robust
face recognition and verification. More specifically, we pro-
pose to combine the proposed ER-KDA with the nonlinear
extension of the robust gradient-based kernel proposed in [22].

Following [22], we replace Ii with the corresponding
orientation map �i (m) = arctan (Gi,y(m)/Gi,x (m)), where
Gi,x (m) = hx(m) � Ii (m), Gi,y(m) = hy(m) � Ii (m), and
hx , hy are filters used to approximate the ideal differentiation
operator along the image horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively. Given �i , we compute the orientation difference
function ��(m) = �1(m) − �2(m) and define a global
similarity criterion as follows:

S(I1, I2) � 1

K

∑

m

cos ��(m) (21)

where K is the total number of pixels in Ii .
The direction of image gradients has been occasionally

used in image-based object/face recognition as a data rep-
resentation relatively insensitive to illumination variations
[29]–[34], [34], [35]. What is highlighted in [22] and [23]
is that this representation, combined with the cosine kernel,
can be efficiently used to reject outliers caused by possible
global or local mismatches. To show this, let us assume that
two images are “visually unrelated” (or dissimilar) so that they
locally do not match. As an example, we assume that the part
of the face region in Fig. 2(a) and the corresponding “baboon”
patch in Fig. 2(b) are visually dissimilar. Similarly, the face
region in Fig. 2(c) is “visually unrelated” with the image
regions corresponding to the scarf in Fig. 2(d) respectively.
Given two “visually unrelated” images, then, it is not difficult
to show that, under some rather mild assumptions [23], [22]

∑

m

cos ��(m) � 0 (22)

holds and therefore S → 0.
Note that the above similarity is nonlinear with respect to

gradient orientations but linear with respect to the concate-
nation of cosines and sines of gradient orientations. Let us
denote by θ i the K−dimensional vector obtained by writing
the orientation map �i in lexicographic ordering. By using
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TABLE I

AVERAGE RECOGNITION RATES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ON THE EXTENDED YALE B DATABASE

5-10-20 Cosine orientation RBF-cosine orientation Intensity RBF-intensity

KPCA 95.4(1.12) 98.5(0.25) 99.4(0.082) 96.0(1.07) 98.5(0.25) 100(0) 76.1(0.99) 85.4(0.89) 90.6(0.75) 76.6(1.02) 86.8(0.83) 91.1(0.75)

KFisherFaces 98.2(0.69) 99.6(0.07) 99.7(0.07) 98.6(0.7) 99.6(0.07) 100(0) 72.23(1.84) 83.4(1.18) 88.4(0.92) 72.9(1.67) 84.4(1.11) 91.9(0.88)

KPCA+LDA 98.1(0.67) 99.6(0.07) 99.6(0.07) 98.6(0.6) 99.6(0.07) 100(0) 74.7(1.45) 85.7(1.2) 90.9(0.79) 75.4(1.63) 86.1(1.16) 93.5(0.73)

ER-KDA 99.45(0.08) 100(0) 100.0(0) 100(0) 100(0) 100(0) 76.7(1.75) 88.4(1.12) 93.1(1.19) 78.3(1.61) 89.3(1.06) 95.5(0.8)

R-KDA 98.1(0.7) 99.6(0.07) 99.7(0.07) 98.4(0.72) 99.6(0.07) 100(0) 72.8(1.75) 84.3(1.19) 88.9(0.85) 73.1(1.7) 84.4(37) 91.9(0.88)

TABLE II

RECOGNITION RATES ON THE EXT. YALE B DATABASE USING

THE SRC METHOD [40]

Method Recognition via sparse representation %

5-Train 76.1

10-Train 88.4

20-Train 92.1

the mapping2 [22]

φ(θ i ) = 1√
K

[
cos(θ i )

T sin(θ i )
T
]T

(23)

where cos(θ i ) = [cos(θ i (1)), . . . , cos(θ i (K ))]T and sin(θ i ) =
[sin(θ i (1)), . . . , sin(θ i (K ))]T the above similarity takes the
form S(φ(θ1),φ(θ2)) � φ(θ1)

T φ(θ2), while the dis-
tance between φ(θ1) and φ(θ2) is given by D(θ 1, θ2) �
(1/2)||φ(θ1) − φ(θ2)||2 = 1 − S.

Finally, using S, we define the proposed nonlinear kernel as

k(θ i , θ j ) = exp
D(θ 1, θ2)

σ 2 . (24)

Theorem 2: The proposed kernel is positive semidefinite.
See Appendix I for the proof.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We carried out experiments for both face recognition
(extended Yale B [36] and AR [37] databases) and verification
(XM2VTS [38] database). For all experiments, we manually
aligned the face images and used 64 × 64 image resolution.
Finally, all rates reported correspond to the dimension that
produces the highest recognition/verification accuracy.

For all databases, we compared the performance of the
proposed ER-KDA with that of KPCA, Kernel FisherFaces,
KPCA plus LDA, and the R-KDA method proposed in [39].
We used the linear “real” version of the cosine orientation
kernel [22], the proposed nonlinear RBF kernel of (24), the
linear kernel k(xi , x j ) = xT

i x j operating on pixel intensities,
as well as the RBF k(xi , x j ) = exp ||xi −x j ||2/σ 2. In all cases,
σ was found by cross-validation in the training set.

A. Extended Yale B Database

The extended Yale B database [36] contains 16 128 images
of 38 subjects under 9 poses and 64 illumination conditions.
We used a subset that consists of 64 near frontal images for

2To be more precise, this is the “real” version of the complex kernel
proposed in [22].

TABLE III

RECOGNITION RATES FOR EXPERIMENT 1, VARIABILITY IN

FACIAL EXPRESSION ON THE AR DATABASE

Method Cos. Or. RBF-Cos. Or. Int. RBF-Int.

KPCA 94.67 94.67 91.67 94.67

KFisherFaces 97.67 99.33 94.33 96.33

KPCA+LDA 98.33 98.33 97.00 98.00

ER-KDA 100.00 100.00 99.00 99.00

R-KDA 98.66 98.66 96.33 96.33

each subject. For training, we randomly selected a subset with
5, 10 and 20 images per subject. For testing, we used the
remaining images. Finally, we performed 20 different random
realizations of the training/test sets.

Table I summarizes the obtained results. As we may
observe, our ER-KDA performs the best using all tested
kernels (linear and RBF). Additionally, Table II summarizes
the best recognition rates achieved by the method proposed
in [40] in our data. Overall, compared to previously proposed
RBF kernel methods (KPCA, Kernel FisherFaces, KPCA plus
LDA, R-KDA) and the state-of-the-art method in [40], the
proposed combined approach ER-KDA plus cosine orientation
gives a performance improvement which is (in absolute terms)
more than 25%, 12%, and 5% when using 5, 10, and 20
training samples, respectively.

B. AR Database

The AR database [37] consists of more than 4000 frontal
view face images of 126 subjects. Each subject has up to
26 images taken in two sessions. The first session contains
13 images, numbered from 1 to 13, including different facial
expressions (1–4), illumination changes (5–7), and different
occlusions under different illumination changes (8–13). The
second session duplicates the first session 2 weeks later. We
randomly selected a subset with 100 subjects and investigated
the robustness of our scheme for the case of facial expressions,
illumination variations, and occlusions. More specifically, we
carried out the following experiments: In experiment 1,
we used images 1–4 of session 1 for training and images 2–4
of session 2 for testing. In experiment 2, we used images 1–4
of session 1 for training and images 5–7 of session 2 for
testing. In experiment 3, we used images 1–4 of session 1
for training and images 8–13 of session 2 for testing.

Tables III–V summarize our results. As we can see,
the cosine-orientation methods largely outperform the
corresponding intensity-based counterparts. This performance
improvement is particularly evident for the case of occlusions
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TABLE IV

RECOGNITION RATES FOR EXPERIMENT 2, ILLUMINATION

CHANGES ON THE AR DATABASE

Method Cos. Or. RBF-Cos. Or. Int. RBF-Int.

KPCA 100.00 100.00 94.67 91.33

KFisherFaces 100.00 100.00 92.67 94.66

KPCA+LDA 100.00 100.00 82.33 82.33

ER-KDA 100.00 100.00 92.33 92.33

R-KDA 100.00 100.00 93.33 94.00

TABLE V

RECOGNITION RATES FOR EXPERIMENT 3, OCCLUSION-ILLUMINATION

ON THE AR DATABASE

Method Cos. Or. RBF-Cos. Or. Int. RBF-Int.

KPCA 92.5 93.5 37.72 36.17
KFisherFaces 94.33 95.17 45.58 31.83

KPCA+LDA 87.33 89.67 23.67 24.17

ER-KDA 94.67 95.67 23.00 24.75

R-KDA 94.00 94.67 27.67 29.66

TABLE VI

RECOGNITION RATES ON THE AR DATABASE USING

THE SRC METHOD [40]

Method Recognition via sparse representation %

Experiment 1 96.0

Experiment 2 92.3

Experiment 3 66.0

(experiment 3), where the gain in recognition accuracy goes
up to 50%. However, our ER-KDA does not always perform
the best. This is particularly evident for the case of the RBF
kernel in experiment 3. This result is somewhat expected, since
the testing data in these experiments are significantly different
from the ones used for training (having a vast occlusion).
Compared to our ER-KDA, this overfitting seems to affect a bit
more the KPCA plus LDA method, while Kernel FisherFaces
performs the best as it discards the null space information.
Note, however, that the use of the cosine-orientation kernels
appears to largely circumvent the problem. Overall, the pro-
posed combined approach performs the best in all experiments.
Finally, Table VI shows the recognition rates obtained for
experiments 1–3 by applying the recently proposed state-of-
the-art method of recognition via sparse representation [40].
As we may observe, our combined approach performs
significantly better while it is also orders of magnitude faster.

C. XM2VTS Database

We carried out face verification experiments on the test set
of Configuration I of the XM2VTS database. The training
set contained 200 subjects with three images per subject,
which enabled us to apply our kernel combined with the
proposed discriminant analysis. The evaluation set contained
three images per client for genuine claims and 25 evaluation
impostors with eight images per impostor. The testing set
contained two images per client and 70 impostors with eight

TABLE VII

TER ON THE XM2VTS DATABASE

Method Cos. Or. RBF-Cos. Or. Int. RBF-Int.

KPCA 1.1 1.07 2.6 2.5

KFisherFaces 0.75 0.77 1.74 1.8

KPCA+LDA 0.89 0.86 1.51 1.45

ER-KDA 0.42 0.42 1.1 1.1

R-KDA 0.78 0.78 1.78 1.72

TABLE VIII

BEST TER IN XM2VTS DATABASE

Methods
Best of

ICPR2000
[41]

Best of
AVBPA2003

[42]

Best of
ICB2006

[43]

Our
approach

TER% 4.8 1.47 0.96 0.42

TABLE IX

EXECUTION TIME FOR ALL TESTED METHODS IN SECONDS. THE

EXECUTION TIME WAS MEASURED IN A MACHINE RUNNING AN INTEL

CORE I7, 3.4 GHZ, 8 GB RAM, WITH A 64-BIT MATLAB

Method Ext. YALE B AR XM2VTS

KPCA 0.62 0.12 0.23

KFisherFaces 0.83 0.25 0.29

KPCAplusLDA 1.58 0.32 0.56

ER-KDA 1.22 0.29 0.51
R-KDA 0.78 0.23 0.27

images per impostor. For additional details on the XM2VTS
database and the protocol used, we refer to [38].

As usual, we used the evaluation set to learn the verification
decision thresholds for each subject. We obtained three differ-
ent sets of thresholds corresponding to three different choices
for the false rejection rate (FRR) achieved at a fixed false
acceptance rate (FAR): FAE = 0, FRE = 0, and FAE = FRE
(equal error rate). By fixing these thresholds, we evaluated the
performance of our scheme on the testing set by measuring
the total error rate (TER = FRR + FAE).

Three competitions were conducted with the XM2VTS
database in the past decade (2000, 2003, and 2006). Table VII
shows the obtained TER for each of the tested methods and
Table VIII summarizes the best results of each competition as
well as the performance of the proposed scheme. Our method
achieved a TER equal to 0.42%, which is the best reported for
the XM2VTS database according to the best of our knowledge.

D. Statistical Significance of the Results and Execution Times

Table IX depicts the training time for all the tested methods.
Even though the order of complexity of all the tested methods
is O(N3), since both the proposed ER-KDA and KPCA+LDA
use both range and null space, their execution time is larger
than K FisherFaces, R-KDA, and KPCA.

To evaluate the statistical significance of our results, we
used the McNemars test [44]. The McNemars test is a null-
hypothesis statistical test based on a Bernoulli model. If
the resulting p-value is below a desired significance level
(for example, 0.02), the null hypothesis is rejected and
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the difference in performance between two algorithms is
considered to be statistically significant. The McNemars test
has been widely used to evaluate the statistical significance of
the performance improvement between different recognition
algorithms [45], [46]. We used the best recognition rates
achieved by the original cosine orientation kernel [22] and
the proposed nonlinear one and their corresponding pixel-
intensity-based counterparts. For all the face recognition exper-
iments (i.e., YALE, AR), with the exception of the experiments
corresponding to Table III, we found that p � 0.02. Thus, we
conclude that the performance improvement obtained using
the proposed kernels is statistically significant. Furthermore,
the performance improvement achieved in the Ext. YALE B
database by the proposed ER-KDA method in the case of
intensity-based kernels (both linear and RBF) is also statistical
significant with p � 0.02.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown, for the first time, how to perform the
eigen analysis of the within-class scatter matrix directly in
the feature space. The proposed eigen analysis provides, for
the first time, the eigenspectrum of its range space and
the corresponding eigenvectors as well as the eigenvectors
spanning its null space. A by-product of our analysis is that the
application of eigenspectrum regularization as well as feature-
level schemes becomes now straightforward. Additionally, we
combined the proposed ER-KDA with a nonlinear robust
gradient-based kernel particularly suitable for face recogni-
tion/verification applications which require robustness against
outliers caused by occlusions and illumination changes. We
applied the proposed framework to several popular databases
(extended Yale B, AR, XM2VTS) and achieved state-of-the-art
performance for most of our experiments.

APPENDIX I
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

We can write k(xi , x j ) as

k(θ i , θ j ) = 1

2K

K∑

m=1

cos(θ i (m) − θ j (m))

= 1

2K

K∑

m=1

cos(θ i (m)) cos(θ j (m))

+ 1

2K

K∑

m=1

sin(θ i (m)) sin(θ j (m))

= θcos
i

T
θ cos

j + θ sin
i

T
θ sin

j (25)

where θcos
i = [(1/

√
2K ) cos(θ i (m))] and θ sin

i =
[(1/

√
2K ) sin(θ i (m))]. Therefore, we can additionally write

K = K1 + K2 (26)

where K1 = [(θcos
i )T θ cos

j ] and K2 = [(θ sin
i )T θ sin

j ]. K1
and K2 are inner-product matrices and therefore are posi-
tive (semi)definite. Thus, K is also positive (semi)definite.
Since K is positive (semi)definite, so is the proposed RBF
kernel of (24).

APPENDIX II
PROOF OF REMARK 6

Before we prove Remark 6, we need the following Lemma.
Lemma 1: Let A = [a1| . . . |aN ], where ai ∈ �F . Then,

AT A = 0 iff A = 0.
Proof: Let assume AT A = 0. Then, the main diagonal

[AT A]ii = aT
i ai = ||ai ||22 = 0. The magnitude of a vector

||ai ||22 = 0 iff ai = 0. Thus, A = 0. The reverse is
straightforward.

Proof of Remark 6: By applying the above Lemma to (14)
we have

VT
l K̃(I − M)K̃Vl

=
(
(I − M)K̃Vl

)T (
(I − M)K̃Vl

)
= 0 ⇔

(I − M)K̃Vl = 0 and VT
l K̃(I − M) = 0.

(27)
Using Ul = X̃HVl , Un = X̃H(I − M)Qn�

−(1/2)
n , and the

above, UT
l Un can be expanded as

UT
l Un = VT

l (X̃H)T X̃H(I − M)Qn�
− 1

2
n

= VT
l K̃(I − M)Qn�

− 1
2

n = 0.
(28)
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